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To the good reader

This small work has been reprinted many times and has beome very widespread but there

were no longer stoks left of earlier editions and it had not been further reprinted. At

the invitation of many and distinguished people has it now been rewritten and published

for rural shools, trade students and for general use in Primary Eduation following the

Government's Eduation Department programmes.

Sine many have done their shooling prior to the new system oming into fore and

others need to know the di�erent systems beause of business or employment, tables

showing eah one an allow someone to quikly see and ompare the old systems of

weights and measures in Italy with the new. Someone who needs to arry out these

operations orretly will also �nd the onversion tables for many weights and measures

and orresponding pries.

My aim was to be brief, lear and to help the hildren of ommon folk. If I have

sueeded, then let it be to the glory of the One who gives us everything that is good; if

not, then I beg the reader to aept my good intentions and bear with my e�orts.

May you all live happily.
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I. - Preliminary ideas and the number

system.

1

Q. What is arithmeti?

A. Arithmeti is the siene of numbers.

Sine numbers an be ombined and broken down, arithmeti ould be alled the siene

of putting numbers together or breaking thenm into di�erent parts.

Q. What is meant by number?

A. Number means union of units or parts of units.

Q. What is meant by quantity?

A. Quantity is whatever an be said to be greater or lesser:

The length of a road, the size of an army are quantity beause they are of greater or

lesser length or extension.

Q. What is a unit?

A. A unit is something on its own or onsidered on its own, e.g. a book, an inkwell, a

year, a table, a triangle, a kilogram, a people.

Q. How are numbers formed?

A. Numbers are formed by putting units together, or by dividing a unit into parts.

So by adding one unit to another we get the number two; by adding another to that

we get the number three; by dividing the unit into two we arrive at a half ; by dividing

it into three we have thirds, fourths et. Thus we an end up with an endless series of

numbers.

Q. How many kinds of numbers are there?

A. There are three kinds of numbers:

1. Whole numbers that ontain a omplete unit, so: one, four, ten et.

2. Frations whih ontain omplete units and parts of a unit, e.g. one and a half

apples.

1

What is found in Chapters 1 and 2 is enough to satisfy 1st and 2nd year Primary programmes
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3. Frations that express only parts of a unit without any whole number. e.g.: three

quarters of an hour, half a pound, et.

Q. How an we lassify numbers still further?

A. Numbers an be further lassi�ed into abstrat and onrete. Abstrat numbers

are those whih do not indiate the name of the speies they belong to, e.g.: twenty,

forty, hundred. Conrete numbers are those where we indiate the speies whih

the number belongs to, suh as twenty years, three hours, a hundred students, et.

Q. How an we memorise the names of all whole numbers?

A. It would be very di�ult to learn arithmeti if all numbers had a partiular name. To

make them easier to learn, numbers are ombined in suh a way that they an all be

named with just a few terms. Numbers are divided into units, tens, hundreds

in suh a way that ten units form a set of ten, ten sets of ten make a hundred and

tend hundreds make a unit of a higher order that is alled a thousand. Ten of

these units of a thousand make ten thousand, ten tens of thousands make a hundred

thousand, ten hundred thousands makes a unit of a higher order than a thousand,

that is, it beomes a million. And so we ontinue on to billions, trillions et.

It is su�ient to know the names for the simple units, tens and hundreds to be

able to say any number at all.

2

Q. What are the names of the units, the tens, and the hundreds?

A. Units are as follows: one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine.

The names of the tens are: ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, sev-

enty, eighty, ninety. The names of the hundreds are: one hundred, two

hundred, three hundred, four hundred, five hundred, six hundred,

seven hundred, eight hundred, nine hundred. Other than these names.

there are proper names for the numbers between ten and twenty and these are:

eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eigh-

teen, nineteen. From what has been said up until now we an see that numbers

are divided into various orders; units, thousands, millions, billions et. one

being higher than the other, and that eah order is subdivided into hundreds, tens

and units.

Q. Is there any rule for saying these numbers?

A. We always begin with the largest order and gradually arrive at the smallest. In eah

order, then, we �rst of all say the hundreds, then the tens, then the units and

follow that with the name of the order they belong to, leaving out the units, tens

2

This property of numbering, by whih ten units make tens, ten tens make hundreds et, having the

number ten as a base, means that this system of ounting is alled the deimal system, while other

systems have other names. So a system whih needs twelve units before moving to a higher order

would be alled a duodeimal system
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and hundreds that are missing in any order. So if a number inludes four tens and

three hundred units and also six tens and �ve units of thousands, it is said in the

following way; sixty �ve thousand, three hundred and forty.

3

Q. How are numbers written?

A. Numbers are written with signs alled digits.

Q. What are digits?

A. There are nine digits used for expressing numbers:

one two three four five six seven eight nine

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

and these are alled signi�ant digits.

A. To these we add O (zero), a digit whih in itself is insigni�ant, that is, it does not

express any number but takes the plae of digits that are missing.

4

Q. How do we write numbers that go beyond nine units?

A. When writing any number we keep the same rule as we do when saying them, that

is, we begin by writing the hundreds, the tens, the units of the higher order, then

the hundreds, tens and units of the order immediately below, until we arrive at

the simple units; be areful however to write zeros for the hundreds, tens or units

missing in any of the orders.

So to write the number thirty �ve thousand two hundred and six in digits: begin by writing

the higher order, whih is the thousands. Sine there are not hundreds of thousands, the

three tens and �ve units of thousands are written, then immediately we write the order

of units beginning by noting the two hundreds, a zero for the tens that are not there in

the number given, so the six simple units; so we end up with 35, 206.

5

Q. What is the rule for reading numbers?

A. The digits that make them up are separated into groups of three beginning from the

right and moving left. The �rst group ounts units, the seond thousands, the third

millions et. The �nal group an have less than three digits. Then we begin from

the left when we read the number ontained in eah group, as if it was on its own,

adding at the end of eah group the name of the order it represents.

3

When reading or writing whole numbers only there is no need to name the lower order whih is

understood easily enough from the higher order

4

These digits are alled Arabi beause it is believed they were invented by the Arabs. They are also

alled Indian beause some believe the Arabs got them from the Indians

5

We do not put a zero at the beginning of the hundreds of thousands beause in fat a zero in front

of a whole number is useless, while a number would get smaller if we were to omit the zero in the

middle or at the end of it.
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So to read the number 31405078: dividing the number from right to left into groups of

three digits we get:

millions thousands units

31 405 078
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The �rst group on the right expresses the units, the seond the thousands, the third

the millions. Then beginning from the left, to read the number of eah group as if it was

on its own we say: thirty one million four hundred and �ve thousand and seventy eight.

Q. What values an a digit have?

A. Two: absolute and relative. Absolute value is the value a digit has in itself

independent of where it is found. The relative value is the one the digit aquires

aording to the plae it oupies when the number is written.

So for example: in the number 68 the absolute value of the �rst digit on the left is six,

while the relative value is six tens or sixty.

Q. What do we all that part of arithmeti that teahes us how to form, read and write

numbers?

A. It is alled numeration or ounting.

Q. So what is numeration and how is it divided?

A. Numeration is that part of arithmeti that teahes us how to form numbers and

express them in words and represent them with written signs. So numeration an

be written and spoken.

Q. What is spoken numeration?

A. Spoken numeration is the way we form numbers and express them with words.

Q. What is written numeration?

A. Written numeration is said to be the way we represent numbers with a handful of

signs alled digits.

Q. What are the basi operations in arithmeti?

A. The basi operations that form the basis of all arithmeti are: addition, subtra-

tion, multipliation and division.

EXERCISES IN NUMERATION OR COUNTING.

Write:

Seventeen frans in digits.
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A hundred and twenty �ve good young men.

One thousand two hundred shingles or tiles.

The ity of Turin has around two hundred and twenty thousand inhabitants.

One thousand �ve hundred and sixmyria [not used in English but amyria is equivalent

to ten kilograms℄ of wood;

Eighty thousand brave soldiers.

Read the following numbers:

800 myriagrams of grapes [note: myriagram = 10,000 grams℄.

At the battle of Lepanto Christians vanquished an army of more than 50000 Turks.

More than 18000000 Christians have given their lives for the Faith in perseutions.

10



II. - Addition.

Q. What is addition?

A. Addition is an operation by whih we join two or more numbers of the same speies

to see how many they make when taken together. The numbers that are to be

added are alled items. The number that results from the union of items is alled

the sum or total.

Q. Can we add together numbers of di�erent speies?

A. Numbers of di�erent speies annot be added together.

So, for example, if I say: 25 frans and 60 kilograms, we need to onsider the sums

separately. But if I say: 25 frans and 50 frans they an be added together beause they

are the same speies.

Q. What do we need to be aware of when we add?

A. To do addition we need to be areful that the digits of the various items are written

in suh a way that the units are written under units, tens under tens, hundreds

under hundreds, et.

EXAMPLE: -

To write 513 and 85 we arrange the numbers thus:

First item 513

Seond item 85

But we have to make sure the number 5 is written under 3 and 8 under the 1.

With the numbers arranged that way and a horizontal line underneath, the operation

is done as follows:

First item 513

Seond item 85

Horizontal line & Total 598

Begin from the right, that is from the units olumn saying simply: 5 plus 3 gives us

eight, and we write 8. Then we go to the tens olumn, saying: 8 and 1 make 9 and 9 is

written, then we say 5 is left. Total will be 598.

Observation. - If numbers in the same olumn make 10 when put together we write 0

in the units olumn and arry one into the tens olumn. In general when arriving at the
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sum, when numbers together make one or more tens, we write only the last digit, that is

the units, and the tens that are onsidered as units are arried into the next olumn.

EXAMPLE:

First item 389

Seond item 154

Third item 392

Total 935

Beginning with the smallest item we say:

2 plus 4 make 6, plus 9 equals 15.

We write 5 under the units, and we arry one into the tens olumn saying:

1 plus 9 makes 10, plus 5 makes 15, plus eight equals 23.

We write 3 under the tens olumn and arry 2 into the hundreds olumn (these two

equal 20 tens or two hundred units): then we ontinue: 2 plus 3 makes 5, plus 1 makes

6, plus 3 makes 9. The total will be 935.

Q. What is the sign that indiates that two numbers are being added?

A. This is indiated with a small ross + whih means plus and it is put between the

numbers being added.

So 3+4 tells us that the 3 has to be added to the 4 and we say 3 plus 4 equals 7, and the

word equals is expressed by two short parallel lines like this: 3+4 = 7.

Q. How do we prove the addition?

A. To prove the addition we add the items or rows up again but this time in reverse

order, that is beginning from the bottom if we �rst began from the top, or from

the top if we �rst began from the bottom. If the seond total is equal to the �rst,

the operation an be onsidered orret.

EXERCISES IN ADDITION.

1. An employer paid fr. 750 to rent a shop, plus 560 as an annual wage for two

workers, plus 130 for an apprentie who showed speial diligene in working for

him. How muh did he pay overall?

2. A arpenter spent fr. 1526 on planks, 2847 on beams, and bought tools for 235.

How muh did he spend overall?

3. A farmer spent fr. 300 on lothes for his family; 150 on wheat; 367 on orn. How

muh did he spend overall?

4. To keep his son at boarding shool a father spends fr. 450 on boarding fees, fr. 215

on lothes, leaning and repairs, fr. 97 on books and paper. How muh does he

spend overall?

12



III. - Subtration

Q. What is subtration?

A. Subtration is an operation by whih we take one number from another to know

how muh remains.

Q. What are the names usually given to numbers in subtration?

A. The number to be subtrated from is alled the minuend; the number that is used

to do the subtration is the subtrahend, while the number left over after this is

alled the remainder or di�erene.

Q. Can we do subtration when the minuend is of a di�erent speies to the subtrahend?

A. Just as we annot add two numbers of di�erent speies, nor an we subtrat them.

Q. How do we do subtration?

A. To do subtration we write the subtrahend digits under the minuend digits in suh a

way that units are under units and tens under tens et.: a line is drawn underneath

and then beginning from the right, we subtrat units from units, tens from tens,

writing the di�erene below the line: the same is done with other digits, ontinuing

left, until the operation is omplete.

EXAMPLE:

A father pays 525 frans annual rent for his house, and has already paid 313; how muh

does he still have to pay?

Minuend L.525

Subtrahend L.313

Horiz. line & Rem. L.212

To arry out this operation take 3 from 5 and we say: someone pays 3 out of 5 leaving

2 whih we write under the line. Then we say 1 out of 2 is paid, leaving 1, and this is

also written below the line. Then 3 out of 5 is paid; that leaves 2. The di�erene will be

L. 212.

Q. What do we need to be areful of in subtration?

A. To understand the various ases of subtration we need to be areful that:

1. When the subtrahend digit is equal to the digit whih orresponds to the minuend,

we write 0 under the line:
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2. When the subtrahend digit is greater than the digit orresponding to the minuend

we take one unit from the next digit of the minuend on the left, and sine this unit

is a ten with respet to where it is being arried aross to, it has a value of tens.

EXAMPLE:

A man buys a plot of land that osts L. 3405, of whih he has already paid 1605. How

muh does he still have to pay?

Min. 3405

Subtr. 1605

Line & Rem. 1800

The operation is done this way:

5 from 5 leaves nothing, so we write 0 as the di�erene; 0 minus 0 leaves 0: we write

0 as the di�erene; 4 minus 6 or take 6 from 4 is taking too muh, so we borrow a unit

from 3 whih, with respet to 4, being a ten, means 10 units, and added together makes

14; 14 minus 6 leaves 8; we write 8 as the di�erene. Now having taken 1 from 3, that

leaves 2, so we say 2 minus 1 leaves 1. The remainder will be 1800.

Q. How do we do subtration when there is one or more 0s in the minuend?

A. When there is a signi�ant digit in the subtrahend and in the minuend we meet a 0,

then the 0 ounts as 10, and the �rst digit on the left dereases by one. If there is

more than one 0 one after the after this rule is applied. The �rst 0 ounts for 10,

the others then ount only as nine; but the �rst signi�ant digit we meet on the

left dereases by one.

EXAMPLE:

A baker had 3500 frans as apital; he has already spent fr. 1327 on grain. How muh is

still left?

Min 3500

Subtr 1327

Rem. 2173

6

Q. How do we show that one number must be subtrated from another?

A. This is indiated by a horizontal line = (alled minus), plaed between the minuend

and the subtrahend. So if we have to subtrat 5 from 7, the subtration is written

7=5=2, and we say seven minus �ve equals 2.

Q. How do we prove subtration?

A. To prove subtration we add the di�erene and the subtrahend. If the total is equal

to the minuend then the operation is orret.

14
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EXAMPLE:

A businessman has to provide 20550 briks; he has already provided 12500. How many

does he still have to provide?

Min. 20550

Subtr. 12500

Rem. 8050

Proof 20550

EXERCISES IN SUBTRACTION.

1. 1. A farmer has an annual inome of lire 2650; he pays out 725 for a hild at

University; How muh is left for the family?

2. 2. At the beginning of the year Rome had a population of about 290 000, and at

the end of the year 8187 are registered as having died; how many are left?

3. 3. A man will live for 86 years, 11 months and 18 hours; how muh life does he

have left when he is 77 and 8 months, 16 hours?

15



IV. - Multipliation.

Q. What is multipliation?

A. Multipliation means repeating a number alled the multipliand as often as the

number of units of another number alled the multiplier. The multipliand and

multiplier are usually alled fators. The larger fator is usually written �rst. The

result of this operation is alled the produt. To learn multipliation we need to

pratise the following table:

2 times 2 makes 4 4 times 4 makes 16 6 times 10 makes 60

2 times 3 makes 6 4 times 5 makes 20 7 times 7 makes 49

2 times 4 makes 8 4 times 6 makes 24 7 times 8 makes 56

2 times 5 makes 10 4 times 7 makes 28 7 times 9 makes 63

2 times 6 makes 12 4 times 8 makes 32 7 times 10 makes 70

2 times 7 makes 14 4 times 9 makes 36 8 times 8 makes 64

2 times 8 makes 16 4 times 10 makes 40 8 times 9 makes 72

2 times 9 makes 18 5 times 5 makes 25 8 times 10 makes 80

2 times 10 makes 10 5 times 6 makes 30 9 times 9 makes 81

3 times 3 makes 9 5 times 7 makes 35 9 times 10 makes 90

3 times 4 makes 12 5 times 8 makes 40 10 times 10 makes 100

3 times 5 makes 15 5 times 9 makes 45

3 times 6 makes 18 5 times 10 makes 50

3 times 7 makes 21 6 times 6 makes 36

3 times 8 makes 24 6 times 7 make 42

3 times 9 makes 27 6 times 8 make 48

3 times 10 makes 30 6 times 9 make 54

One an also learn multipliation well by studying this other table alled the Phythagorean

table after its inventor, Pythagorus.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

16
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It ontains all the produts whose fators are a single digit. To �nd these produts we

apply the following rule: We seek one of the fators in the �rst row at the top, and the

other fator in the left hand olumn; the produt is found at the intersetion between the

two. So for example I want the produt of 5 multiplied by 8: I look for 5 in the top row

and I see it is in the 5th olumn, then I look for 8 in the �rst olumn and I see it is found

in the �rst box on the eighth row. Then I observe where the 5 in the olumn intersets

with the eighth row and I see it is where the number 40 is: so we say 5 multiplied by

8=40

Q. How do we do multipliation?

A. One the multiplier has been written under the multipliand, we draw a line under-

neath, then take eah digit in the multipliand and 'times' it as many times as the

units in the multiplier, and when the produt is greater than ten, write only the

units, while the tens are added to the produt of the following digit.

EXAMPLE: -

What is the produt of 453 multiplied by 3?

Multipliand 453

Multiplier 3

Produt 1359

Beginning from the right we go left with saying:3 times 3 is 9, so we write 9 in the

produt: 3 times 5 is 15, so we put down 5 and arry a ten to the following produt; 3

times 4 is 12, plus 1 that we arried, and that gives 13 whih we write as a omplete

number beause there is nothing else to multiply. Our produt is 1359.

Q. How do we do multipliation when there are more digits in the multiplier or there

are zeros?

A. When there are two or more digits in the multiplier, then eah of these is used to

multiply the entire multipliand, so there will be as many produts as there are

digits in the multiplier. Suh produts are alled partial ones but be areful to

write them in suh a way that eah partial produt has its �rst digit under the

orresponding digit of the multiplier. Then add the partial produts together.

When there are zeros in the multiplier, all we do is write a zero under them in the

partial produt and move on to the next digit.

EXAMPLE:

An agent in the ountryside spends 280 frans a day on workers: how muh will he spend

in a year, or 365 days?

Multipliand 365

Multiplier 280

1st Prod. 29200

2nd Prod. 730

Total Prod. 102200
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We say 0 multiplied by 5 is 0; we write 0 in the produt under the 0; 8 multiplied by 5

is 40, so we write 0 under the 8, and we arry 4 tens saying: 8 multiplied by 6 is 48, plus

4 that we arried over, makes 52; we write 2 and arry over 5 tens saying: 8 multiplied

by 3 is 24 plus 5 that we arried over gives us 29, and we write down the whole 29. The

�rst produt will be 29200. We then move to the third digit in the multiplier saying: 2

multiplied by 5 is 10, and we write 0 in the seond produt but under the 2, and arry

a ten saying: 2 multiplied by 6 is 12 plus one that we arried over, makes 13; we write 3

and arry a ten over saying: 2 multiplied by 3, is.6, plus one that we arried over, makes

7. The seond produt is 730. Adding these two produts together we produe the total

whih is 102200.

Q. How do we do multipliation of a whole number by 10, 100, 1000 et.?

A. It is enough to add a 0 to any number and it will be multiplied by ten, and add two

zeros for a hundred, three 0s for a thousand and so on. So 3 multiplied by 10 is 30;

3 multiplied by 100 is 300. This happens beause of the priniple that a number

aquires the value of 10 times larger for every digit that advanes from right to left.

Q. When do we need to use multipliation?

A. When we know the value of a unit and we want the value of more of those units. So

for example: we know that a metre of bread osts 8 lire, and we want to know how

muh 15 metres will ost. Or: we know that a day is equivalent to 24 hours and we

want to know how many hours are equivalent to 6 days, meaning how many hours

there are in 6 days.

Q. How do we show that two numbers are to be multiplied?

A. By putting the following sign, x, between them, made up of two lines whih ross

eah other, and this is alled the multiply sign. So if we have to multiply 3 by 4

we write 3 x 4 = 12, and we say: three multiplied by four equals twelve.

Q. How do we prove multipliation?

A. The simplest and easiest way to prove multipliation is to put the multipliand where

the multiplier is and repeat the multipliation. If the two produts are equal we

an believe that the multipliation is orret.

So for example: 12 x 20 = 240; by hanging the order of the fators we have 20 x 12 =

240: the seond produt equals the �rst so it means the operation was orret.

EXERCISES IN MULTIPLICATION.

1. A young man spends 2 fr. on tobao a week, fr. 5 on billiards, so how muh would

he save in a year if he abstained from these vies?

2. A mother buys 219 metres of bread at fr. 8 a metre: how muh does she have to

pay?
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3. Every day has 24 hours, eah hour 60 minutes, so how many hours and minutes

are there in a day, a week, a month, a year, or 365 days?

4. How muh do we have to pay for 85 hetolitres of wine at 23 frans a hetolitre?

19



V. - Division.

7

Q. What do we mean by division?

A. By division we mean an operation by whih we want to know how many times a

number alled a divisor is ontained in another whih we all a dividend. The

resulting number is alled a quotient. The dividend and divisor are also alled the

terms of division,

Q. How do we do division?

A. We write the dividend, separated from the divisor by a horizontal line and by another

vertial line as seen in the �gure that follows, then starting from the

left of the dividend with as many digits as there are in the divisor we see how

many times this goes into the digits we start with in the dividend. The result is

written under the divisor and is alled a quotient. This is multiplied by the divisor

and the produt is written under the digits in the dividend from whih it is then

subtrated. The remainder must always be less than the divisor, otherwise the

digit in the quotient would be too small.

The following examples teah the way of doing division:

An employer wants to give fr. 92 to 4 of his boys as a New Year present; how muh

will eah get?

Dividend 92 4 Divisor

8 23 Quotient

12

12

00

The divisor is written to the right of the dividend as above, and we see how many

times the divisor goes into the �rst digit of the dividend, and say: 4 into 9 goes twie

so we write 2 in the quotient under the divisor; not to onfuse the operation we should

immediately put an apostrophe in front of the 9 to show we have already used it.

The same is done for all other digits. When we multiply the quotient 2 by the divisor

4, we get 8. This 8 is written under the 9 of the dividend and we do subtration saying

9 minus 8 leaves 1. Then we ontinue: next to this one we write the other digit of the

dividend below, whih is 2, and we write it to the right of the 1 whih, being a ten, gives

us 12. Now we say: 4 into 12 goes 3 times; we put 3 in the quotient to the right of the 2

and multiplying 3 by the divisor 4 gives 12, whih we write under the 12 of the dividend:

and subtrating, we get 0. The quotient or amount eah one gets is 23 frans.

7

The material in Chapters V to XVII are enough for the programmes for 3rd Primary
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Observation. - this operation is the rule when the divisor is ontained in the �rst digit

of the dividend.

Q. How do we do division when the divisor is not ontained in the �rst digit of the

dividend?

A. When the divisor annot be ontained in the �rst digit of the dividend, then we take

two digits.

EXAMPLE:

Dividend 130 5 Divisor

10 26 Quotient

30

30

00

We say: the divisor 5 does not go into the �rst digit of the dividend 1, therefore we

take the following digit as well, that means we have 13. Now 5 into 13 goes 2 times; we

write 2 in the quotient; 2 multiplied by 5 is 10, so we write 10 under the 13, and we do

subtration; then we ontinue as above.

Q. How do we do division when there are more digits in the divisor?

A. When there are more digits in the divisor we take as many digits in the dividend as

there are in the divisor, and when the value of the digits in the divisor is greater

than the digits in the dividend as an equal number, we take one more digit in the

dividend.

EXAMPLE:

Dividend 450 25 Divisor

25 18 Quotient

200

200

000

The two whih is the �rst digit of the divisor goes two times into the �rst digit of the

dividend; but the 5 whih is the seond digit in the divisor no longer goes twie into the

5 of the dividend; therefore we say: 2 into 4 goes one leaving 2 joined to 5 whih makes

25. The 5 of the divisor easily goes one into 25: so we write one in the quotient. Then

we multiply the quotient 1 by the divisor 25 and the produt is 25, whih we write under

the 45. Subtrating we get 20 and next to it we bring down the last 0 from the dividend

and get 200. Sine the 25 annot be divided by an equal number of digits we need to

add one more; that means instead of 20 it beomes 200, saying: two goes into 2 in the

dividend but 5 no longer goes into the following digits so we say: 2 into 20 goes 8 times;

note however that 2 into 20 would go 10 times but we annot go more than eight beause

we are looking for a quotient one digit at a time and not two, and not even 2 into 20

goes 9 times beause it will not give a su�ient remainder whih joined with zero an
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be divided by �ve nine times as well. Therefore we say that two into 20 goes 8 times

with a remainder of four 4, whih joined with 0 makes 40. Now 5 into 40 also goes 8

times and we write eight in the quotient, the 8 being multiplied by 25 to give 200. After

subtration there is a 000 remainder. The quotient is 18.

Observation. - If, during this operation, after having brought down a digit from the

dividend it is still not enough to ontain the divisor, we write zero in the quotient

and bring down another digit from the same dividend.

Q. How do we divide a number ending in zeros by 10, 100, 1000 et.?

A. If we want to divide by 10 we take away a zero and the number that remains will be

the quotient. If we want to divide by 100 we take away two zeros, for 1000 we take

o� three.

So the number 20000 divided by 10 gives a quotient of 2000; divided by 100 it gives 200,

divided by 1000 it gives 20. This ours by the priniple that a digit takes a value of

being 10 times smaller as we move from left to right.

Q. When do we use division?

A. We use division:

1. When given the value of more units and the number of these units, we want to know

what is the value of just one.

So for example 25 metres of bread ost lire 300, and we want to know what one metre

osts.

2. When given the value of more units and the value of one we want to know how many

units there are.

For example we have 450 lire to buy material that osts 9 lire a metre; we want to

know how many metres we an buy.

Q. How do we show that one number is being divided by another?

A. This is indiated by a olon sign : (divided by) plaed between the dividend and the

divisor. So to indiate that we want to divide 9 by 3 we write 9:3=3 and we say

nine divided by three is equal to three.

Q. How do we provide a division?

A. Proof of division is done by multiplying the quotient by the divisor and adding the

remainder if there is one. If the sum equals the dividend the operation is done

orretly.

Dividend 441 7 Divisor

42 63 Quotient

21 7

21 441

00
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EXAMPLE:

To prove this example we multiply the quotient 63 by the divisor 7 giving 411 whih sum

is equal to the dividend, so we are orret. If the division produes a remainder we need

to add it to the produt so it beomes equal to the dividend.

EXERCISES IN DIVISION.

1. A man who is moved by a true spirit of harity puts aside fr. 216 to give out to 9

poor families. How many fr. will eah get?

2. A generous boy wants to give 500 nuts to 20 of his friends; how many will eah

get?

3. The father of a family has 2190 fr. annual inome: how muh an he spend a day

so it lasts the whole year or 365 days?
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VI - Deimal numbers

Q. What are Deimal Numbers?

A. They are numbers that express wholes or parts of units suessively 10 times smaller.

Q. What do we all numbers that indiate parts whih are tens of times smaller than a

unit?

A. They are alled deimal frations.

Q. What do we have to take speial note of in deimal numeration?

A. In deimal numeration we need to separate the frations from whole units with a

omma.

For example if I want to write 25 frans and 50 ents I will write 25, 50.

Q. The digits after the omma - what part of the unit do they express?

A. The �rst digit after the omma expresses tenths of the preeding unit, the seond

hundredths, the third thousandths, the fourth ten thousandths, the �fth

hundred thousandths, the sixth thousand thousandths and so on.

If we have 42,356 metres. The number 42 expresses the units; the 3 beause it is the

�rst after the omma, expresses tenths of a metre; the 5 hundredths, the 6 thousandths.

So to express the tenths one digit is enough after the omma, but two are needed for

hundredths, three for thousandths, four for ten thousandths and so on.

8

Q. How are deimal numbers written?

A. We begin by writing the whole number if there is one and if not we put a 0 to indiate

that there are no units; then we put the omma; we then see how many digits are

needed to express the kind of deimal fration ontained in the number proposed. If

the deimal fration onsidered as a whole number does not reah the same number

of digits, we supply with zeros immediately after the omma.

If we want to write zero for the whole number and twenty �ve thousandths: to express

the thousandths we need three digits, and to write twenty �ve we only need two; therefore

immediately after the omma we put a zero thus: 0, 025.

8

From this we see that we an add or take away zeros from the end of a deimal number without hanging

its value, beause the �rst digit after the omma always indiates tenths, the seond hundredths et.
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Q. How do we read deimal numbers?

A. We begin by reading the whole numbers, then we read the deimal fration as if it

was a whole number but we give all the deimal fration the name of the �nal digit

to the right.

So to read the number 5238, we say �ve (whole number), then we read the deimal part

as a whole number saying: two hundred and thirty eight thousandths beause the �nal

digit on the right expresses thousandths.

EXERCISES IN DECIMAL NUMERATION.

1. Write the following numbers as digits: three wholes plus eight thousandths; zero

metres and three hundred and twenty �ve thousandths of a metre; twenty thousand

and four lire and three hundred and eight thousandths; �fty three hundredths.

2. Read the following numbers: 34,255; 0,06; 0,3045; 804,003006.

3. Say how many tenths are needed to make a whole; how many hundreds to make

a tenth: how many thousandths to make a hundredth. How many hundredths are

there in two wholes; how many thousandths in three tenths.
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VII - Deimal addition.

Q. How do we add deimal numbers?

A. We do as do for whole numbers, being areful only to separate the wholes from the

frations with a omma; and when we move from the frations olumn to the units,

tens are arried over as usual without worrying whether they are whole numbers

or frations.

EXAMPLE:

A worker wants to give an exat aount to his employer and notes expenses as follows:

Spent on heese fr 3,75

butter fr 4,60

rie and vermielli fr 9,87

Total fr 18,22

So he says: 7 plus 5 is 12, then writes down 2 and ontinues: l plus 8 is 9, plus 6 is

15, plus 7 is 22; he writes 2 after whih a omma to indiate frations, then ontinues: 9

plus 2 arried over makes 11, plus 4 makes 15, plus 3 makes 18, total 18, 22.

EXERCISES.

1. A man who wants to use his wealth well writes out his will and for restoration of

a hurh leaves L. 5500 and ent. 85. For the eduation of youth fr. 580 ent. 60

a year. For the poor fr. 434 ent. 45. How muh does he leave altogether?

2. In a year a father saves fr. 825 ent. 90; by giving up a few amusements his son

saves fr 226 ent. 32; the mother saves a further fr. 167 ent. 42 by being espeially

areful. How muh has the entire family saved?

3. A mother buys 86, 17 metres of material to make sheets, 62,9 metres for shirts;

39,67 metres for towels. How many metres of material has she bought?
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VIII. � Deimal subtration

Q. How do we do subtration with deimal numbers?

A. Subtration of deimal numbers is done as for whole numbers, just making sure we

separate the wholes from the deimal frations in the remainder with a omma,

whih however must be in the same olumn as the minuend subtrahend.

Example:

I have to pay 341,28

I pay 141,17

Rem. 200,11

Observation.- If the subtrahend and minuend do not have an equal number of digits in

the fration, these are supplied with zeros.

Example:

542,00 added two zeros

240,75

Rem. 301,25

I am supposed to reeive two lots of fr 542: I reeive fr 240 ent. 75. How muh do I

still have to get?

EXERCISES.

1. 1. At the end of the year a worker should reeive fr. 70, but beause he lost time

he reeives fr, 15, 50. How muh does he still have to take home?

2. 2. A worker owes the baker fr. 200, 20; he has paid fr. 55, 65, and now pays 118,

15. How muh does he still owe?

3. 3. I bought 1425, 5 myriagrams of raw grapes; 217 are blemished to be thrown

away, plus 131 to be eaten. How many myriagrams still remain?
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IX.- Deimal multipliation

Q. How do we do deimal multipliation?

A. Deimal multipliation is done as for whole numbers, noting only:

1. When there are frations, multipliation is done as if they were all whole numbers

without taking aount of the omma. Then in the produt we separate as many

digits as there are fration digits in the two fators, with a omma;

2. To multiply a deimal number by ten, a hundred and a thousand just move the

omma one, two or three digits from left to right.

Example:

I bought loth: 120,50 metres

For eah metre I paid 3,45

Multipliation 60250

48200

36150

Addition 415,7250

The four digits are separated by a omma and the produt is 415 fr. and 72 ent(esimi).

The remainder would be 50 ten thousandths whih are not ounted in ordinary alula-

tions.

Observation. � When there are not as many deimal digits in the produt as need to be

separated by a omma, we add to the left of the produt as many 0s as are needed

to omplete the deimal digits, plus a zero for the whole numbers.

For example: if heese is sold for fr. 0, 80 a kilogram how muh will 0,07 ost?

Operation:

Multipliand 0.07

Multiplier 0,80

Produt 0,0560

560 ten thousandths would be the prie orresponding to seven hundredths of kilo-

grams. A 0 is added to omplete the digits in the fators, and another to take the plae

of the unit.

2. How muh does a piee of bread 25, 55 metres long ost at lire 10 a metre? To solve

the problem we only need to move the omma one plae to the right: the produt will

be L. 255, 5.
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EXERCISES.

1. How muh would 343, 68 kilograms of bread ost at 0,45 a loaf?

2. A young man reeived fr, 1, 60 every Sunday from his father as poket money;

being a moderate sort of person he kept it all to buy lothes and give some to the

poor; how muh would he save in a year assuming 52 Sundays in a year?

3. Mihael, a good lad, gets L. 0, 05 a day to buy fruit: every month he gave 0, 50 in

alms, the rest he spent buying good books. How muh did he give in alms? How

muh was left to spend on good books?
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X. - Deimal division.

Q. How do we do deimal division?

A. Deimal division is done as we do with whole numbers, noting however the following:

1. When the dividend and divisor have an equal number of digits after the omma,

ignore these and do the operation as if it was a whole number, and the quotient

will then be a whole number.

2. When the dividend or the divisor has an unequal number of digits in the fration,

they an be made equal by adding 0s then ontinue as above.

3. When a deimal number has to be divided by 10, 100, 1000 et., it is enough to

shift the omma one, two, three digits from right to left,

EXAMPLE FOR 1st CASE:

I spent fr. 678 ent. 75 on 45 and 25 hundredths metres of material; How muh does

eah metre ost me?

Dividend 67875 4525 Divisor

15 Quotient

Observation. - In the example given do the same as if dividing 67875 by 4525; the 15

(15 frans) is the prie of eah metre.

EXAMPLE FOR 2nd CASE:

I paid fr. 115 ent. 50 for 5, 5 myriagrams of o�ee; how muh does eah myriagram

ost? (5 tenths of a myriagram is 5 kilograms).

Dividend 11550 550 Divisor, to whih we add a zero

21 Quotient

Observation. - We add a zero so the frational digits in the divisor are equal to those in

the dividend, and the division is done as usual giving us a quotient of fr. 21 whih

is the prie of eah myriagram.

N. B. If there are only deimal frations in the dividend the division an be done without

adding zeros to the divisor; one just has to be areful to put a omma in the quotient

when beginning to take a deimal digit from the dividend, so for example 7, 26:3.
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Dividend 7,26 3 Divisor

6 2,42

12

12

006

6

0

EXAMPLE FOR 3rd CASE.

Charles has L. 343, 25 to give out to 100 poor people. How muh will eah get?

Dividend 343, 25, divisor 100; Quotient is L. 3, 4325 obtained by simply shifting the

omma two digits to the left.

Q. How is division done when the dividend is less than the divisor?

A. The operation is done as usual, putting a zero before the quotient to indiate that

the digits do not express whole numbers, and the dividend is inreased by a zero to

the right if that is enough, otherwise add two, three et. Don't forget to put one,

two et. zeros after the omma in the quotient.

EXAMPLE: -

How do we divide 6 frans amongst 15 people?

60 15 Divisor

0,4

We add one 0 to the dividend; the added 0 in the dividend makes the number ten

times greater, but the value is always the same beause these new parts are ten times

smaller than before: meaning that the units with a 0 added beome tenths; by adding

another they beome hundredths. Therefore in the dividend instead of 60 tenths we have

600 hundredths and instead of 4 tenths in the quotient we have 40 ent(esimi).

Q. What do we have to do when there is a remainder less than the divisor when we

omplete the operation?

A. We add a 0 to this remainder then we have tenths. By adding another 0, we have

hundredths and we ontinue with the division. But when we add a 0 to get tenths or

hundredths then we need to immediately put a omma in the quotient to separate

the wholes from the frations.

EXAMPLE: - 20 frans are to be shared amongst 3 workers

Dividend 20 3 Divisor

subtrat 18 6,66

to onvert to tenths we add a 0 20

subtrat 18

to onvert to hundredths, add 0 20

subtrat 18

2
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The quotient is 6, 66. The remainder 2 ( hundredths) ould be onverted to thousandths

by adding a 0 and ontinuing the division, but thousandths are usually ignored in ordinary

alulations.

EXERCISES.

1. A baker sells 800 myriagrams of bread per week; how many does he sell eah day?

2. A miller harges fr. 720, 75 for 28, 19 hetolitres of grain; how muh for one

hetolitre?

3. A merhant has fr. 2345 in his till after selling 200, 4 metres of bread; how muh

did he harge per metre?
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The Metri Deimal System
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XI. - General idea of this system.

Q. What do we mean by the metri deimal system?

A. By the metri deimal system we mean the set of all weights and measures using

a metre as the base. We say deimal beause it follows the deimal system of

ounting (numeration).

Q. What is a metre and how long is it?

A. A metre is one ten-millionth of the length of the earth's meridian along a quadrant,

whih is to do with the irumferene of the earth.

That means that if we ould wrap a thread around the earth and it ould be divided into

forty million equal parts, a part would be a metre in length.

Q. What does the word metre mean?

A. The word metre means measure.

Q. Why prefer this system to the one already in use?

A. Beause it makes alulations easier: but even more so, sine the metre is the same

length anywhere around the world we avoid the variety of weights and measures

we �nd even in the same State at times, even in the same Provine! This diversity

of weights and measures is open to errors and to all kinds of unfair manipulation.

This an easily be avoided in plaes where the metri system is in use.
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XII. - Basi units.

Q. Whih are the basi units of the metri deimal system?

A. There are six basi units in this system:

The metre is used for length measurement.

The square metre is used for surfaes.

The ubi metre is used for volume.

The litre is used for quantity (apaity) suh as wine, water, grain, orn and the like.

The gram is used for weights

The fran or lira are used for money.

Q. What measures use the metre?

A. The metre is used for all measures of length suh as loth, bread, roads and the

like.

Q. Is the metre used to measure a �oor, walls of a house, �elds, meadows, vineyards?

A. To measure surfaes we use the square metre whih is a surfae with four sides,

eah a metre long. But sine this measure would be too small for farm plots, in

plae of the square metre a square deametre is used, whih is a surfae with

four sides eah of whih is ten metres long.

Q. What name do we give to a square deametre?

A. The square deametre is alled an ara [in English this term is not used but it is

equivalent to 100 square metres℄.

Q. What is a ubi metre and what is it used for?

A. The ubi metre or stero [this latter term is not used in English℄, is a body a metre

high, long and wide. But the stero has a form whih is di�erent from the ubi

metre, made like a die so it an be used for hay, straw, wood, gravel and the like.

Q. What is a litre?

A. The litre is a ubi deimetre. To get an idea of this let us imagine a linear metre

divided into ten equal parts, and we have a deimetre or the tenth part of a metre.

Now a ubi deimetre, or a ontainer whih is a deimetre long, wide and high is

the apaity of a litre. It is used for measuring apaity, meaning for liquids like

oil, wine, beer et. and for dry material like wheat, rie, hestnuts, heeses, beans

et.
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Q. What do we mean by gram?

A. A gram is the weight of distilled water ontained in a ubi entimetre. If we take

a linear metre and divide it into a hundred equal parts eah of these parts is a

entimetre. A ubi entimetre is a ontainer whih is a entimetre long, wide,

high. The gram is used for measuring weight.

Q. What do we mean by the fran or new lira?

A. We mean a silver oin whih weighs �ve grams. It is used for measures of value, that

is to determine the prie of an objet, work et.

Q. How an we show that all measure derive from the metre?

A. The metre, being the basis of all deimal measures means that all other derive from

it.

The ara or square deametre is a square whose sides are ten metres long.

The stero or ubi metre is equal to a die with metre length edges: that means a metre

long, wide, and deep.

The litre omes from metre being the apaity of a ubi deimetre.

The gram also omes from the metre sine it is the weight of a ubi entimetre of pure,

distilled water.

The fran also omes from the metre sine it weighs �ve grams.
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XIII. - Deimal multiples and

submultiples.

Q. What is meant by a deimal multiple?

A. By a deimal multiple we mean one of the units indiated below made ten times

greater.

For example. 1 multiplied by ten makes 10. These ten are alled Dea-: 10 multiplied

by ten makes 100, alled a Heto-.

Q. What do we mean by submultiple?

A. By submultiple we mean the unit made ten times smaller.

E.g. 1 divided by 10 makes a tenth of the unit, alled a Dei-.

Q. How many multiples are there?

A. Multiples, or rather the terms used to express an inrease are four in number, ex-

pressed in the following Greek words:

Dea whih means ten units;

Heto whih means a hundred;

Kilo whih means a thousand;

Myria whih means ten thousand.

Q. How many submultiples are there?

A. Submultiples, or rather the terms used to express parts of units, are three in number:

dei whih means the tenth part of a unit,

enti, the hundredth;

milli, the thousandth.

Q. What is the di�erene between dea and dei?

A. Dea means ten units, dei, the tenth part of the same unit.

Q. How do we apply multiples to basi units?

A. If to a Dea, Heto, Kilo, Myria, I add a metre, I have a Deametre, Hetometre,

Heliometre, Myriametre. We do the same with other units.
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Q. How do we apply submultiples?

A. If I add metre to the terms dei, enti, milli, I get deimetre, entimetre, millimetre,

or the tenth, hundredth, thousandth part of a metre.

The following an help explain what was said above.

Written term Term in digits Tern in deimals

Unit 1 Unit

Ten 10 Dea

Hundred 100 Heto

Thousand 1000 Kilo

Tens of thousands 10000 Myria

Hundreds of thousands 100000 Dea-Myria

9

Million 1000000 Heto-Myria

When it is a ase of weights the dea-myria is alled a quintal and the hetomyria is

usually alled a ton.

From this we see that a digit beomes ten times greater to the extent that it moves to

the left. On the ontrary eah time a digit moves towards the right it beomes ten times

smaller, so:

Unit 1 Unit

Tenth 0,1 Dei or tenth part of unit

Hundredth 00,1 Centi, or hundredth part of unit

Thousandth 000,1 Milli, or thousand ...

Ten thousandth 0000,1 Deimilli, or ten thousandth....

Hundred thousandth 00000,1 Centimilli, or hundred thousandth�

Millionth 000000,1 Millimilli, or thousand thousandth....
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XIV. - Reading and Writing numbers

expressing Metri Deimal Measures.

Q. Are the numbers expressing deimal measures written and read aording to the rules

of deimal numbers?

A. Yes, as a general rule they are written and read aording to the rules for deimal

numbers; we just need to note:

1. Sometimes we take as a unit of measure what is a multiple of the true measure and in

this ase behind this multiple we immediately put the omma, and the numbers that

follow would be onsidered as its submultiples or deimal frations. So although

the true unit of measure for weights is the gram, nevertheless the kilogram is often

seen as the measure. If for example we have to write four kilograms and twenty

eight deagrams. In this number kilograms are regarded as the unit of measure so

after 4 we write the omma, and then after it the other part of the deimal number

thus: 4, 28.

2. We also note that for surfae measures eah multiple or submultiple or unit is

worth a hundred times of the multiple or submultiple of the immediately lower

unit. Thus a square deametre is equivalent to a hundred square metres, a square

metre is equivalent to a hundred square deimetres, a square deimetre is equivalent

to a hundred square entimetres;

10

so to write this we need two digits for eah

submultiple, one for the tens and the other for the units and we add zeros when

units or tens are missing. So to write two square metres and three deimetres

we write 2, 03, adding the zero in to supply for the missing tens in the square

deimetres. If we need to write four hundred square metres and two hundred and

sixty square entimetres, we write 400, 0260, where the �rst zero after the omma

supplies for tens of square deimetres, and another zero supplies for the units of

square entimetres. If we then read suh numbers, we divide the digits to the

right of the omma in twos from left to right; then we read the entire deimal

fration as a whole number alling it by the name of the last item on the right. So

to read the number Hetm. q. 28, 5626; sine the unit of measure here is square

hetometres, the �rst two digits after the omma will be square deametres and the

last two square metres, and we say 28 hetometres and �ve thousand six hundred

and twenty six square metres.

10

In fat if we divide a square metre into so many squares a deimetre in length and breadth, we �nd

that there are a hundred of them (square deimetres) in a square metre
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3. Finally, we should note that for ubi measures eah unit, or multiple or submultiple

is equivalent to a thousand times the unit,

11

or multiple or submultiple immediately

inferior to it; therefore we need three digits to express tenths, that is units, tens and

hundreds of tenths, three digits to express hundredths, et. and we add zeros for

units, tens and hundreds missing; to read suh numbers we divide the digits in the

fration part in threes from left to right, the �rst three after the omma expressing

ubi tenths, the other three ubi hundredths; and by reading it as a whole number

the fration takes the name of the last item on the right. To write the number four

hundred ubi metres and thirty six ubi deimetres we write 4, 036 putting the

zero beause hundreds of ubi deimetres is missing. To read the number m. .

8, 367608 we begin dividing the digits of the deimal fration in threes:

12

so we

�nd three digits for ubi deimetres, and three for ubi entimetres, and we say

8 ubi metres and three hundred and sixty seven thousands six hundred and eight

ubi entimetres.

Q. Does eah of the basi units have all the multiples and submultiplesi?

A. The metre, litres, gram have all four multiples, and all three submultiples. But the

ara has only one multiple whih is the hetare (100 are) and only one submultiple,

whih is the entiara (hundredth part of an ara). The stero only has a deastero

and deistero.

Q. What abbreviations are sued in the metri deimal system?

A. As a general rule the unit of measure is indiated by its initial letter in lowerase. So

to write 6 metres, 15 grams, et. simply write m. 6, g. 15. To express the multiples,

on the left of this letter write in upper ase the initial letter of the multiple; then

we write the lower ase initial letter of the submultiple when a submultiple has to

be written. Thus to abbreviate the expression: two dealitres we write Dl. 2; to

abbreviate 44 entigrams we an write Cg. 44. So also for Kg. 36, 75; Em. 5, 26,

Dl. 7, 5 we read 36 kilograms and 75 deagrams; 5 hetometres and 26 metres; 7

dealitres and 5 litres.

11

In fat by dividing a ubi entimetre into so many little die a deimetre long, wide and deep, we �nd

there are a thousand of these in a ubi metre, that is, one thousand ubi deimetres.

12

We need to note that this separation into groups of deimal digits is done from left to right and not

right to left like when reading a whole number. The �rst 3 digits represent ubi deimentres, the

next 3 ubi entimetres, et.
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XV. - Ordinary Frations.

Q. What do we mean by ordinary frations?

A. Ordinary frations are those that express the parts of the unit in whatever way it

is divided. Live �ve eighths of a page, three quarters of the world. half a nut.

Q. With what numbers do we usually express a fration?

A. A fration is normally expressed with two numbers alled a numerator and a de-

nominator. The denominator indiates how many parts the unit is divided into,

the numerator indiates how many of these parts we are dealing with.

Q. How do we say the numerator and denominator?

A. The numerator is said by saying the number it represents as it is written; we say

one, two, three, ten, twenty �ve et. In the denominator the numbers two, three,

four, et. up to ten are alled half, thirds, quarters, �fths, sixths, sevenths, eighths,

ninths, tenths; after ten we ontinue similarly. [in Italian we add -esimi, so in

Italian we would say: tre undiesimi, quattordii quarantainquesimi ℄.

Q. How do we write frations?

A. By putting the numerator above the denominator with a horizontal or oblique line

separating them as in

3

4
or 3/4.

Q. How do we subdivide ordinary frations?

A. Frations are subdivided into proper and improper. Proper frations are those

that express a lesser number of the unit, suh as

1

2
,

4

7
; the numerator is less

than the denominator. Improper frations are those having a numerator greater

than the denominator and they ontain not only parts of the unit or just whole

units but units and parts of a unit, suh as

17

5
,

26

6
. They are alled apparent

frations if both terms are equal, or have a numerator that is a multiple of

the denominator,

13

that is twie or three times et.; as for

3

3

8

2
. Although these

frations are written in the form of a fration they are equivalent to whole units.

In fat

3

3
equals one unit;

8

2
equals four units. A mixed number is one made up of

units and frations.

So for example 3

2

5
; 5

13

15
are mixed numbers.

13

A number is alled a multiple of another when it ontains it an exat number of times. So 9 is a

multiple of 3, 13 of 3 and 4.
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Q. How do we split an improper fration, that is, how an we separate the wholes from

the frational parts into an improper fration?

A. By dividing the numerator by the denominator. The quotient expresses the wholes,

the remainder will be the numerator of the fration part, while the divisor ontinues

being the denominator.

So to extrat the units from

17

5
we divide the 17 by 5

17 5

15 3

2

5

2

The quotient 3 indiates the units, the remainder 2 will be the numerator and the divisor

5 the denominator of the new fration, giving us

17

5
=

32

5

Q. How do we onvert a whole number into a fration, that is into thirds, fourths,

elevenths et.

A. By multiplying the whole number by the denominator we want to give it, that is, if

we want to onvert into thirds we multiply by 3; for fourths we multiply by 4, into

elevenths by 11 et., and we give this number to the produt as the denominator.

So if we want to overt 5 wholes into sixths, we multiply 5 by 6 and the six is also

used as the denominator, so we get 5 =

30

6
.

Q. How do we onvert a number made up of wholes and frations into a single fration?

A. By multiplying the denominator by the wholes and adding the numerator to the

produt, leaving the denominator the same.

So to onvert 3 wholes and 2 �fths into a fration, we multiply the 5 by 3, then to 15

whih is the produt we add the numerator 2, and this gives us 3

2

5
=

17

5
.

Q. What hange does a fration undergo if we multiply only one of its terms?

A. If wemultiply only its numerator, the fration ismultiplied, so given the fration

2

3

if I multiply the numerator two by four, I get

8

3
whih is a fration 4 times greater

than

2

3
; on the other hand if I multiply only the denominator, the fration is divided.

So in the above fration 2/3, if I multiply the denominator 3 by 4 I get

2

12
that

is four times smaller than

2

3
sine the denominator 12 indiates that the unit was

divided 4 times smaller.

Q. What hange happens to a fration when only one term is divided?

A. It hanges aording to the term that is divided. By dividing the numerator the

fration is divided, so for

6

8
by dividing the numerator 6 by 2 I get

3

8
, a fration

two times smaller than

6

8
. On the other hand by dividing its denominator the

fration is multiplied, so for

6

8
by dividing the denominator 8 by 2 I get

6

4
a fration

whih is twie as large as

6

8
, sine the parts into whih the unit is divided beome

larger; in fat fourths are double the size of eighths.
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Q. What hange does a fration undergo by multiplying or dividing the two terms

by the same number?

A. The fration does not hange value.

So for example by multiplying by 2 the two terms of the fration

1

2
we get

2

4
whih is

perfetly equal to a half: so also by dividing the terms of the fration

4

8
by four we get

1

2

whih is perfetly equal to

4

8
. From this we see that by multiplying or dividing the terms

of a fration by the same number the fration does not hange value but is hanged into

an equivalent one.

Q. Can we not onvert an ordinary fration into a deimal fration?

A. We an onvert an ordinary fration into a deimal fration by dividing the numerator

by the denominator. When the denominator is not ontained in the numerator we

put a zero in the quotient followed by a omma and we also a zero to the dividend

then do the division following the rules given earlier; the digits we get in the quotient

will be deimal frations.

Convert the ordinary fration 3/4 into a deimal fration.

30 4

28 0,75

20

20

3

4
= 0,75

00

Divide 3 by 4: sine the 4 is not ontained in 3 we put a zero in the quotient with a

omma, and add a 0 to the dividend. Continuing the division we get 0,75 as the quotient.

Doing this we get many deimal frations equivalent to ordinary ones and other times we

annot get perfetly equivalent deimal frations but ones with approximate value the

more we ontinue the division.

�.1. Converting frations to minimal terms.

14

Q. What does it mean to onvert frations to minimal terms?

A. It means making the terms as small as they an be or reduing them to their simplest

expression.

Q. How do you redue a fration to its simplest expression?

A. To redue a fration to its simplest expression, begin by seeing if its terms are divisible

by the same number, and then divide by this number as far as we an; or divide it

by another number as far as we an, until the terms no longer have a divisor that

an divide both of them, that is a ommon divisor.

14

The following paragraphs on frations are not part of the Primary ourse. They are added here to

help anyone who wishes to omplete the study of this part of arithmeti
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FOR EXAMPLE;

44

66
=

22

33
=

2

3
54

96
=

27

48
=

9

1
46

72
=

23

36

Q. What do we all frations hose terms have no ommon divisor?

A. They are alled irreduible.

EXAMPLE:

The fration

14

57
is irreduible beause the fration

14

57
annot be expressed in smaller

digits.

Q. Is there any other way to redue frations to minimal terms?

A. When at �rst sight we annot �nd a ommon divisor for the two terms we go looking

for the largest ommon divisor.

Q. What is the largest ommon divisor?

A. The LCD is the largest number that exatly divides the two terms of a fration.

Q. What do we do to �nd the LCD of a fration?

A. If we have a fration we divide the larger term by the smaller one, write the quotient

above the divisor and if there is a remainder, it beomes the divisor in the �rst

divisor, so it is written on the right. The new quotient is written above the new

divisor, and the remainder beomes the divisor of this seond divisor; ontinue this

way till we �nd a divisor that divides its dividend exatly. This number is the

LCD.

EXAMPLE:

4 2 5

143 637 143 65 13

637 65 13 0

Q. What is the LCD. for?

A. Sine it exatly divides the two terms of a fration it is used to quikly redue a

fration to its minimum terms. In fat in the preeding example 143:13 = 11 and

637:113 = 49 therefore

143

637
=

11

49

� 2. Reduing frations to a ommon denominator.

Q. What does it mean to redue frations to a ommon denominator?

A. It means to do things in suh a way that two or more frations end up with the same

denominator without hanging the value.
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Q. How do we redue frations to a ommon denominator?

A. We multiply the two terms of eah fration by the produt of the denominators of all

the others.

EXAMPLE:

2

3
,

4

5
,

3

4
=

40

60
,

48

60
,

45

60

Q. On what priniple is this redution to the ommon denominator based?

A. On the priniple that by multiplying the two terms of a fration by the same number,

this fration does not hange value; in fat we do nothing else but multiply the two

terms in eah one by the same number, that is, by the produt of the denominators

of the others.

Q. Is there any other way of reduing to the ommon denominator?

A. It ould sometimes happen that if we have other frations to redue, we might �nd

one whose denominator is a multiple of the denominators in all the others; in this

ase this denominator is the ommon denominator and to get the numerator for

eah fration we divide the ommon denominator by the denominator of eah of the

frations. The quotient then is multiplied by the numerator of the orresponding

fration. The produt will be its numerator.

EXAMPLE:

1 5 10 8 20 2

36 7 3 2 1 14

40 8 4 5 2 20

36 35 30 16 20 28

40 40 40 40 40 40

Q. What hange is there in a fration if we add or subtrat the same number from its

terms?

A. If it is a proper fration it inreases or dereases in value aording to what is added or

taken away; if it is an improper fration then it diminishes by adding, and inreases

by taking away the same amount from the two terms.

� 3. Addition of Frations:

Q. How many ases of adding frations are there?

A. Two ases:

1. Addition of proper and improper frations;

2. Mixed frations or frational numbers.
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Q. How do we do addition in the �rst ase?

A. If two 0s plus other frations are proposed for addition they must �rst be redued to

the same denominator if suh is not already the ase, then we immediately add the

numerators and give the total the ommon denominator. If the resulting fration

is an improper one, whole numbers an be extrated in the way desribed above.

EXAMPLE:

2

3
+

4

5
+

1

2
=

20

30
+

24

30
+

15

30
=

59

30
= 1

29

30

Q. How do we do addition in the seond ase?

A. Firstly we add the proper frations in the way shown, and if the resulting fration is

improper, extrat the wholes; then add all the whole numbers.

EXAMPLE:

2 +

1

3
+ 1

2

6
+ 8 +

9

12
= (2 + 1 + 8) + (

1

3
+

2

6
+

9

12
) =

11 +

17

12
= 12

5

12

EXERCISES.

1. Do the following additions:

35

75
+

15

75
+

25

75
;

12

28
+

9

14
;

7

13
+

3

7
;

1

12
+

3

4
+

2

3

2. A poor man, happy with the alms he has reeived, adds them up. In the morning

he reeived

9

20
plus

2

10
of a lira. In the evening

1

5
plus

10

25
of a lira. How muh did

he reeive in the day?

3. 5 and

3

5
litres of water are poured into a ontainer, then 4 and

11

12
litres and �nally

it is topped up with 3 and

3

2
litres. How muh water is there in the ontainer?

�.4 Subtrating frations.

Q. How many ases of subtrating frations are there?

A. There are three ases:

1. Subtrating a fration from a whole;

2. Subtrating one simple fration from another simple fration;

3. Subtrating mixed frations.

Q. How do we do subtration in the �rst ase?

A. In the �rst ase whole numbers are onverted into frations with the denominator of

the given fration, then subtration of numerators is done giving the same denom-

inator to the remainder, so we get a fration from whih we an again extrat the

wholes.
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EXAMPLE:

3 =

2

3
=

9

3
=

2

3
=

7

3
= 2 +

1

3

Q. How do we do subtration in the seond ase, that is, when do we have to take a

simple fration from another simple fration?

A. Both frations have to be redued to the same denominator if not already the ase,

then do subtration of the numerators giving the same denominator to the remain-

der.

EXAMPLE:

3

4
=

2

3
=

9

12
=

8

12
=

1

12

Q. How do we do subtration of frations in the third ase, that is, when there are two

frational numbers?

A. The frational numbers are onverted into improper frations, then redued to the

same denominator, and subtration is then done in the way that was shown. If the

remainder is an improper fration, the wholes are extrated.

EXAMPLE:

3

2

7
= 8

2

9
=

23

7
=

26

9
=

207

63
=

182

63
=

25

63

EXERCISES.

1. Do the following subtrations:

25

36
=

21

36
;

4

5
=

3

4
;

35

50
=

7

15
; 5

2

7
= 3

2

3

2. A merhant sold

3

7
of a piee of bread; how muh of the piee remains?

3. A traveller has ompleted

1

3
plus

1

8
plus

2

5
of his journey; how muh is still left?

4. You buy m. 25

1

2
of bread. You sell m. 7

3

4
How muh remains?

�.5. Multipliation of Frations.

Q. How many ases of multipliation of frations are there?

A. Three ases:

1. Multipliation of a whole by a fration and vie versa;

2. Multipliation of simple frations;

3. Multipliation of frational numbers.

Q. How do we do multipliation in the �rst ase?

A. We multiply the whole by the numerator and give the same denominator to the

produt.
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EXAMPLE:

3 x

2

7
=

6

7

Q. How do we do multipliation in the seond ase?

A. Multipliation in the seond ase is done by multiplying the numerators, then the

denominators.

EXAMPLE:

2

5
x
3

7
=

6

35

Q. How do we do multipliation in the third ase?

A. To multiply two frational numbers �rst they have to be onverted to improper fra-

tions then arry out the multipliation as earlier indiated.

EXAMPLE:

2

1

2
x 5

2

3
=

5

2
x

17

3
=

85

6
= 14 +

1

6

EXERCISES.

1. Do the following multipliations:

35

60
x 10;

25

37
x 9;

3

4
x

2

5
x

3

7
;

1

2
x5 +

4

7
. Find

2

3
of

4

5
of

1

2
of 300 lire.

2. Henry knows he an omplete

1

2
of his trip in an hour; after

3

4
of an hour how muh

has he done?

3. What is the number of whih

5

6
of

8

9
make L. 20?

� 6. Division of Frations.

Q. How many ases are there of division of frations?

A. Three:

1. Division of a whole number by a fration and vie versa;

2. Division of a simple fration by another simple fration;

3. Division of frations when there is a mixed fration involved.

Q. How do we do division in the �rst ase?

A. To divide a whole by a fration put the whole over a denominator of one, then turn

the fration upside down and multiply them.
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EXAMPLE:

3:

2

5
=

3

1
x

5

2
=

15

2
= 7 +

1

2

Vie versa, to divide a fration by a whole, multiply the denominator by the whole

and leave the numerator the same.

EXAMPLE:

3

4
: 8 =

3

4x8
=

3

32

Q. How do we do division in the seond ase?

A. To divide one fration by another we need to turn the divisor fration upside down,

then do multipliation.

EXAMPLE:

3

7
:

2

4
=

3

7
x

4

2
=

12

14
=

6

7

Q. How do we do division in the third ase?

A. To do division where there are mixed frations, �rstly we need to onvert the mixed

frations into improper ones then turn the divisor fration upside down and do

multipliation.

EXAMPLE:

3

1

2
:2

1

4
=

7

2
:

9

4
=

7

2
x

4

9
=

28

18
=

14

9
= 1

5

9

EXERCISES

1. Do the following divisions:

75

120
:6;

5

4
:3; 8:

4

5
; 3:

5

6
;

7

2
:

5

6
;

8

15
:

6

15
;

125

720
:

3

4

2. In

3

4
hour a ourier overs 6 kilometres; how long does it take him to do one

kilometre?

3. A man sells his house for L. 4568 but this is an inrease of

3

20
of what it ost him.

How muh did it ost him?

4. In

3

4
hour we an do

3

8
of our work. How muh would we do in an hour?

� 7. Complex numbers and their onversion into ordinary

and deimal frations and vie versa.

Q. What are omplex numbers?

A. Complex numbers are those made up of more parts whih refer respetively to further

subdivisions of the same unit. For example 4 trabuhi [trabuo: length measure,

not used in English; f. example below℄, 2 feet, 3 inhes; 4 rubbi [rubbio was used

in Papal States - area measure℄, 7 pounds, 8 inhes; 2 lire, 11 soldi, 7 denari - are

all omplex numbers.
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Q. What is the �rst operation we have to do to onvert a omplex number to a deimal

fration?

A. The �rst operation is to onvert the omplex number into an ordinary fration of the

main unit.

Q. What does it mean onverting a omplex number into an ordinary fration of the

main unit?

A. It means onverting the omplex number to its last subdivision and giving the re-

sulting number the unit of the same kind onverted to the �nal subdivision of the

omplex number as a denominator.

EXAMPLE:

Trab. Feet. Inhes

3. 4. 9.

First we onvert the trabuhi into feet. Eah trabuo is equal to 6 feet, so 3 are equal

to 18 feet. We add the 4 feet we have to these 18, giving us 22. Now the 22 feet have to

be onverted to inhes. Eah foot is 12 inhes, so 22 feet is 264 inhes, to whih we add

the 9 that we have, making 273 inhes. This number will be the numerator. To �nd the

denominator we onvert 1 trabuo into feet, whih gives us 6 feet. The 6 feet into inhes

gives us 72 inhes. This give us the omplex number equal to the ordinary fration of a

trabuo.

Tr. 3, ft. 4, in. 9 =

273

72

Q. What more do we have to do to onvert a deimal fration into a omplex number?

A. To onvert a deimal fration into a omplex number, we need to onvert the deimal

fration into an ordinary fration, then divide the numerator by the denominator,

and when there are no further digits to bring down, multiply the remainder, if there

is one, by the �rst subdivision of the omplex number we want to onvert to, and

again divide the produt by the same dividend. If there is still something over,

we multiply it by the seond subdivision and so on. In the quotient we need to

separate the whole numbers from the units of the �rst subdivision, and these units

from the seond subdivision et.
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347 100

300 3,9,4

47

20

940

900

40

12

80

40

480

400

80

So if I have to onvert L. 3,47 into a omplex number, �rst I redue this deimal

number into an ordinary fration and I get

347

100
. That done I divide the numerator by

the denominator and get 3 as the quotient, whih is 3 lire, with 47 arried over. Now I

multiply 47 by the �rst subdivision of the lira, whih is 20 soldi, and I divide the produt

940 by 100. With a omma after the 3 in the quotient, I �nd that the 100 goes 9 times

into 940, so I put the 9 that will be 9 soldi, in the quotient, and I arry over the 40. I

multiply this 40 by the other subdivision of the lira, that is by 12 danari, and I get 480.

With a omma after the the 9 in the quotient I ontinue the division: 100 into 480 goes

4 times so I write the 4 in the quotient and have 80 to arry over. Thus we �nd that the

deimal number 3,47 is almost equivalent to the omplex number

Lire Soldi Danari.

3 9 4.

From whih we see that we annot always onvert a deimal number into a perfetly

equal omplex number, but sometimes have to be ontent with an approximate number.
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XVI. - The Rule of Three.

Q. What do we mean by the rule of three?

A. We mean a way of solving problems by whih, given three numbers, we look for a

fourth whih has the same relationship with one of them that the other two have

between themselves.

For example, 3 workers do 12 metres of work in a day, and we want to know how many

7 would do in a day. As we an see we have three numbers, and we are looking for a

fourth, that is, the number of metres that 7 workers an ahieve. So we are looking for

a number in relationship with the number 7 (workers), like the number 12 (metres) is in

relation to the 3 (workers).

Q. How often do we need this rule?

A. In two ases:

1. When, given the value

15

of a determined number of units, we are looking for the value

of another partiular number.

So for example 3 workers do 12 metres of work in a day, so how many will 7 do? In

this problem we have the value of a determined number of workers, that is we know that

three workers are worth 12 metres, and we are looking for the value of another determined

number of workers, that is, how many metres 7 workers are worth.

2. When, given a determined number of units and the value of eah, we want to know

how many units we an have with the same sum, but hanging the value of the unit into

another determined value.

So for example, with a ertain sum I ould buy 9 metres of material at lire 6 a metre, so

how many ould I buy with the same amount at L. 18 a metre?

Q. What rule do we use to resolve problems to do with the �rst ase?

A. In the �rst ase, knowing the value of a determined number of units, we have to �rst

�nd the value of one unit by dividing the value of all by the number of units. The

quotient will be the value of eah. Then we multiply this quotient by the other

number of units we are seeking the value for.

So in the given example we divide 12 by 3 and the quotient is 4 whih indiates the work

done by a worker. With this quotient 4, I multiply the other number of workers, that is

the 7, sine it is lear that 7 workers do 7 times 4 metres, and this way I get the fourth

number sought, that is 28 metres of work that are done by 7 workers.

15

Here 'value' is taken in its broad sense.
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Q. How do we go about the seond ase?

A. In the seond ase, knowing a determined number of units and the value of one of

these units, we begin by looking for the value of all the units, multiplying these

two numbers by themselves, then we divide the produt by the value of the other

number of units we are looking for. The quotient will be the number we are looking

for.

So in the given example, knowing the number of several units, 9 metres of bread, and

the value of just one, whih is lire 6, I begin looking for the value of all of them, whih I

get by multiplying these two numbers; 9 metres osts 9 times 6 lire, that is L. 54. When

I have this produt, I divide by lire 18 whih is the value of eah of the new units I am

looking for, and it is lear that as often as 18 is ontained in 54 is the number of metres

there will be that I an buy. The quotient 3 will show that with L. 54, I an only get

three metres if I have to pay L. 18 eah.

EXERCISES

1. 1. If one load of bread m. 36 is worth 200 lire, how muh will another of m. 40

ost?

2. 2. In a day 25 briklayers did 57 m. . of work; how many will 15 do?

3. 3. In 3 days 12 workers did some work, 36 workers would take how long then?

4. 4. There are 1500 soldiers in a fort with enough to eat for 6 months; how many

soldiers would have to leave for this food to last two months more?
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XVII. - Appliations of the Rule of Three

in problems onerning interest and

simple Soieties

Q. What do we mean by problems regarding interest?

A. Interest problems are those regarding the inome earned from an amount loaned to

someone for eah 100 lire, over a given time.

For example. John lends L. 1200 at 5 per 100, that is, with an agreement that he will

be paid L. 5 for every 100 lire eah year. He wants to know how muh interest he gets

annually.

Q. How many things do we have to onsider in interest problems?

A. Four things need to be onsidered:

1. The amount reeived, alled the apital;

2. The tax or what the person owing has to pay for eah 100 lire;

3. The time , number of years, months and days for whih the amount has been

borrowed;

4. The earnings from the apital after a determined period.

N.B. The expression '5 per 100' is usually written as 5 %, so we would say 6 % to express

6 per ent, et.

Q. How do we solve interest problems?

A. If we note it well, we �nd that it always omes bak to one of the two ases of the

rule of three; one we know whih, we apply the rule.

So in the given example we see that it is the �rst ase of the rule of three sine we know

the value or interest for a determined number of units, that is 100 lire brings in L. 5;

and we are looking for the value or interest for another determined number of units, that

is, for L. 1200. Therefore �rst we need to �nd out how muh one lira earns. Dividing

L. 5 perent, we �nd that the earnings from one lira is L. 0,05. We multiply 1200 with

this quotient and we get an interest of L. 1200 at 5 perent whih equals lire 60. If we

then want to �nd the interest over more years, after getting the interest for one year
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we multiply this by the number of years. When we need to �nd the interest for months

and days as well, we an begin by looking for the interest for one month or one day,

the quotient, meaning the interest, is then multiplied by the number of months or days

whih we are looking for the interest for.

Q. What are problems of simple soieties?

A. These are problems regarding the way of dividing an amount whih the soiety has

earned or lost amongst its members.

Q. What do we have to onsider in problems regarding simple soieties?

A. Four things need to be onsidered:

1. Eah member's ontribution to the soiety;

2. The apital of the soiety whih is the sum of the ontributions;

3. The amount lost or earned, meaning total earnings or losses;

4. How muh the loss or gain a�ets eah member .

For example, two merhants set up a soiety; one ontributes L. 3000, the other 5000.

The earnings were L. 320. How muh will eah reeive from this?

Q. How do we solve these problems?

A. These problems also an be onverted into problems of the rule of three for the �rst

ase, the number of members, so follow the rules given for this. In the given example

there are L. 320 whih is the result of a determined number of units meaning the

sum of the two ontributions, so by adding these two together we begin by �nding

out how muh one lira ontributed to the soiety would earn; this is found by

dividing the gains by the total ontributed amount. We �nd L. 320 : 800 = 0,04

whih is the result for eah lira. With this number 0,04 we multiply eah of the

ontributions separately and so we �nd L. 3000 Ö 0,04 = L. 120 per gain for the

�rst ontribution; for the 2nd ontribution 5000 Ö 0,04 = 200 per gain.

EXERCISES.

1. What interest do we get from a apital of lire 5280 loaned at 6% for 15 years?

2. Find the interest for 10 thousand lire at 5% for 5 years 6 months.

3. What will be the interest on L. 6000 at 5% for 25 years?

4. A traveller spent 3 lire in food and sits down in the shade to eat his lunh: a friend

joins him who had spent 5 lire and suggests they share. The other agrees; they

are about to begin lunh when along omes a third, and he aepts and eats with

them. When the third goes, he leaves them 8 lire for the food and their welome

telling the other two to divide it up. How muh does eah get?
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5. Five people promise to help one another should one of them get into di�ulties,

eah ontributing aording to their inome. The �rst ears, eah year. L. 1000;

the seond L. 1200; the third L. 1350; the fourth L. 1552; the �fth L. 2000. The

�rst one loses L. 13540 in damage aused by �re. How muh must the other four

put in, supposing they wish to fully over the damages? How muh must eah of

the other 4 ontribute supposing the same �re aused damages of L. 13640 to the

seond, third, fourth and �fth? How muh does eah have to ontribute in eah of

these ases by giving only the agreed amount?
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XVIII - DEFINITION of the Most

Important Geometri Shapes

Q. What do we mean by Geometry?

A. Geometry is a word made up of two Greek terms (geo - metria) whih mean mea-

suring the earth ; it is about properties and measures of extension.

Q. How many dimensions are there in �nite extensions?

A. Three: length, breadth , depth or height , all essential attributes of bodies.

Q. What is a point?

A. It is the end of a line without any dimensions.

Q. What is a line?

A. It is length, without breadth and depth.

Q. How is a line divided?

A. Into straight, urved and broken .

Q. What is a straight line?

A. It is the shortest distane between two points. A straight line is horizontal if it

follows the diretion of a stagnant pool of water. It is alled vertial if it follows

the diretion of thread with a lead weight. It is alled inlined if it goes in any

other diretion. Two lines are said to onverge if they meet. These same lines

whih onverge at one point, diverge at another.
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Q. What is a urved line?

A. Any line whih is not straight, nor made up of straight liens, is alled urved.

�g 1.

Q. What is a broken line?

A. it is a line made up of straight lines.

Q. What is the surfae?

A. It is an extension in length and width without depth.

Q. What is the simplest of all surfaes?

A. It is the plane.

Q. What is a plane?

A. It is a surfae that an aept any kind of straight line.

Q. What is a urved surfae? A. One that is not plane nor has plane surfaes.

Q. What is a solid or geometri body?

A. Everything that has the three dimensions of length, breadth and depth .

Q. What is an angle.

A. It is the mutual inlination of two straight lines meeting at a point.

�g. 2.

Q. What do we all the point where two straight lines meet?

A. The vertex .

Q. What do we all the two straight lines?

A. The two sides.

Q. What is the perpendiular?
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A. It is the straight line whih meets another straight line suh that the ontiguous or

adjaent angles are equal between them. they are alled right angles.

�g. 3.

Q. What is an oblique line?

A. It is a straight line whih when falling on another reates two adjaent angles whih

are not equal.

Q. What is the name of adjaent angles of an oblique line?

A. The one larger than a right angle is alled obtuse ; the smaller one is alled aute .

Q. When an two straight lines be alled parallel?

A. when they are both on the same plane and when prolonged inde�nitely at both ends

they an never meet.

Q. What is a plane �gure?

A. It is a plane losed all around by one or more lines.
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Q. What is the perimeter or boundary of the �gure?

A. It is the sum of all the lines that enlose it.

Q. How are shapes lassi�ed?

A. Into retilinear, urvilinear and free-form aording to the lines that make it

up: all straight, all urved, or part straight and part urved.

Q. What are retilinear shapes ommonly alled?

A. Polygons.

Q. What do we all the lines making a perimeter?

A. Sides.

Q. What is the simplest of all polygons?

A. The triangle .

Q. How are polygons lassi�ed?

A. As quadrilaterals or four-sided, pentagons with �ve, hexagons with six, he-

tagons with seven, otagons with eight, nonagons with nine, deagons with

ten, dodeagons with twelve, pentadeagon with �fteen.

Q. How do we distinguish triangles?

A. By their sides and by their angles.

Q. How many are there by sides?
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A. Three: equilateral with all sides equal, isoseles with two equal sides, salene

where all three are unequal.

Q. How many by angles?

A. Three: right angled triangle with one right angle: obtuse angled, with one obtuse

angle: aute angled where all three are aute.

Q. What do we mean by quadrilateral?

A. A plain �gure made up of four straight lines.

Q. How do we lassify quadrilaterals?

A. Into square, retangular, rhombus, rhomboid and trapezium .

Q. What is a square?

A. It is a quadrilateral with equal sides and all right angles.

Q. What is a retangle?
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A. It is a quadrilateral with all right angles but without all equal sides.

Q. What is a rhombus?

A. It is a quadrilateral with all sides equal but without all right angles.

Q. What is a rhomboid?

A. It is a quadrilateral with only equal opposite sides without any right angle.

Q. What do we all these four quadrilaterals?

A. Parallelograms, beause opposite sides are parallel.

Q. What is a trapezium?

A. It is a quadrilateral but not a parallelogram.
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Q. What are trapeziums ommonly alled?

A. A quadrilateral with only two parallel sides, (�g. 17). Trapeziums di�erent from

these are alled trapezoids (�g. 18).

Q. What is a diagonal?

A. A diagonal is a line joining two non-onseutive verties of a polygon.

Q. What is a irle?

A. It is a plane shape bounded by a urved line alled a periphery or irumferene whih

has all its points equidistant from an internal point alled the entre.
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Q. What is the radius of a irle?

A. It is any line drawn from the entre to the periphery.

Q. What is the diameter of a irle?

A. it is any line that passes through the entre and terminates at opposite parts of the

irumferene.

Q. What is an ar?

A. Any part of the irumferene.

Q. What is a hord?

A. The line that joins the two extremities of the ar.

Q. What is a segment?

A. That part of the irle between the ar and the hord.
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Q. What is the sagitta?

A. The line that divides the ar and the hord into two equal parts.

Q. What is a quadrant?

A. An ar whih equals a quarter of the irumferene.
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XIX. - Solid Geometry

Q. What is a solid or geometrial body?

A. A solid or geometrial body is three-dimensional extension: length, breadth, height .

Q. What is the volume of a body?

A. The volume of a body is the body itself, also the room it takes up or that we suppose

it takes up.

Q. How many kinds of solids are there?

A. Two kinds, polyhedra and non-polyhedra .

Q. What solids are alled polyhedra or non-polyhedra?

A. Polyhedra are those whose surfaes are all plane, and non-polyhedra if they have

a urved surfae.

Q. Whih are the main polyhedra?

A. The ube, prism and pyramid .

Q. Whih are the main non-polyhedra?

A. the ylinder, one and sphere .

Q. What is a ube?

A. The ube is a body bounded by six equal and square surfaes.
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Q. What is a prism?

A. a solid geometri �gure whose two end faes are similar, equal, and parallel retilinear

�gures, and whose sides are parallelograms.

Q. What is a pyramid?

A. A solid objet where: the base is a polygon (a straight-sided shape, the sides are

triangles whih meet at the top (the apex).

Q. What is a ylinder?

A. A solid objet with: two idential �at ends that are irular or elliptial and one

urved side. �g 25. D G A B

Q. What is a one?

A. The one is a solid or hollow objet that tapers from a irular or roughly irular

base to a point.
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Q. What is a sphere?

A. The sphere is a round solid �gure, or its surfae, with every point on its surfae

equidistant from its enter.
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Appendix I.

Table of Fixed Numbers and the Way to Use Them.

Q. What is the easiest way for us to get a lear idea of the new metri deimal system?

A. To get a lear idea of the new weights and measures we need to see whih weights

and measures an substitute the old ones, and whih are equal to them, so it will

be very helpful to read the following tables. They will help you keep an eye on the

di�erenes between Provines. Tables of �xed numbers to onvert old measures

into new ones and vie versa, by simple multipliation.
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Table 1 - Piedmont-Turin
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Table 2: Lombard-Milan

Table 3: Venie
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Table 4: Bologna

Table 5: Genoa

Table 6: Cagliari
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Table 7: Parma
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Table8: Modena

Table 9: Florene
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Table 10: Rome
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Table 11: Anient Rome
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Table 13: Naples

Table 14: Palermo
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How to onvert old measures into metri-deimal and bak

again using the preeding tables

Q. How an measures from the old system be onverted into metri-deimal and vie

versa?

A. One you have found the �xed number, the onversion is done by means of multipli-

ation.

Q. What do we mean by �xed number?

A. By �xed number we mean the relationship between the weight or measure of one

system with another other.

For example, if I want to �nd the �xed number or relationship between foot and metre, I

will say: the foot is equal to 0,514 metres. This 514 (millimetres) is the �xed number or

that part of the metre whih orresponds to the length of the foot. If I want to �nd the

relationship between metre and foot I say: the metre equals 1,944 feet, meaning a metre

is one foot and nine hundred and forty four thousandth parts of a foot. The number

1,944 is the �xed number.

Q. What else must we wath out for with �xed numbers?

A. It is worth noting that sine we have to onvert wholes and frations of the old system,

to make the task easier we onvert larger wholes into lesser ones. For example if we

have rubbi, pounds and ounes, we onvert rubbi into pounds, pounds into ounes,

then do the onversion to weights in the new system.

Q. Given the �xed number, how an we onvert measures from one system into the

measures of the other?

A. Given the �xed number we onvert the measures of one system into the other by

multipliation, that is multiplying the �xed number by the number of goods that

we want to onvert, following the rules of deimal multipliation in eah ase.

EXAMPLE:

Four metres are how many feet?

Operation:

Fixed number or multipliand 0,514

Number to onvert or multiply 45

2570

2056

23,130
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Explanation:

514 is millimetres whih are the length of a foot relative to a metre. There are 45 feet

to be multiplied by the respetive number 514. In the produt we separate the three

fration digits. So we say: 45 feet is 23 metres plus 130 millimetres or 13 entimetres.

Q. How do we prove this operation?

A. The proof of this operation is done perfetly with the rule of swapping the fators

around and multiplying them again.

Exerises on the Tables of Conversion of Measures

1. How many metres make 27 trabuhi?

How many trabuhi, feet and inhes make 50 metres?

How many hours are equivalent to 7 days?

2.How many metres are �ve Milanese brai (arms)?

How many some make 7 hetolitres?

. . .

(et. for a further 13 exerises with measures from the various tables listed earlier)
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Appendix II.

Comparison of urreny from the various States of Europe and the Provines of Italy

with the new Lira or Fran.

16

ITALY

16

The metri system in Europe was only introdued in Frane, Italy, Spain and Holland
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Frane

England

Austria

Prussia
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Russia

Spain

Portugal

ANCIENT CURRENCIES

Greee

Rome
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